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"The relentless pursuit of truth and excellence, in Christ.
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DisneyWorld music director arrives at GFU
BETHANY

SONERHOLM

Staft Writer, The Crescent

"If better is possible, then
good is not enough," a quote
from Derric Johnson, well de

scribes the current visiting Pro

says, "so I arranged our own."
The popularity of the music
spread, and his talent was dis
covered.

After thirteen years in the
pastorate, Johnson moved on
to

found

"THE

RE'GENERATION," a profes
Music Ministries.
sional, Christian, nationally
Johnson was born in 1932 touring group that performed
and raised in Oakland, Califor to over 15 million people in six
nia. He attended college at t h o u s a n d c o n c e r t s . I n 1 9 7 2
A z u s a P a c i fi c U n i v e r s i t y "RE'GEN" was discovered by
where he played football and Disney and Johnson eventu
basketball, acted as editor of ally became the Creative Con
the yearbook, and was the stu sultant to Wait Disney World
dent body president. He had where he currently arranges
very little interest in music and produces Epcot Center's
u n t i l a u k u l e l e a n d h i s v o c a l "The Voices of Liberty."
A few years later, Johnson
quartet "The Envoys," in
spired a love for arranging and was approached by George
Fox University's President Ed
performing.
Johnson pursued graduate Stevens, and in 1994 took over
work at San Diego State Uni George Fox's touring singing
versity, and in 1957 was or group, "Dayspring."
dained to the ministry. He dren
His other pursuits have in
served as associate pastor and cluded acting as consultant to
minister of music/collegians many ministry, industrial and
at Skyline Wesleyan Church in theater organizations, being
San Diego, where he pastured featured at national and inter
450 college students and di n a t i o n a l c o n v e n t i o n s a s a m o
rected 17 church choirs. It was tivational speaker, conducting
here that his musical ability be spiritual emphasis week at
gan to shine. "There was no nine Christian colleges, and
money for choir music," he working as a specialty writer
fessor of Music and Director of

for Radio City Music
Hall.

As a musician,
Johnson has written

150 original songs, 23
cantatas, and 2,800

musical arrange
ments. He has pub
lished 32 choral col

lections, and has

been involved in pro
ducing 84 record al
bums on 12 labels. He
has twice received

the "George Wash
ington Honor
Medal"

from

Free

doms Foundation of

Valley Forge; once in
1976 for the patriotic
musical "What Price

Freedom," and again
in 1992 for the Walt

Disney World ex
travaganza "The Star
Spangled Holiday Spectacu
lar."

Beside writing five books
(including titles Easy Doesn't

Year for APU, and Man of the

with all thine heart, and lean

Year by Life Enrichment.
His future plans with
George Fox include touring

not unto thy own under
standing. In all thy ways ac
knowledge him, and he shall
direct thy path." (Proverbs
3:5-6) His only advice;
"Don't forget to actually
move down the path. The
Lord will provide the direc
tion if you provide the moti

the Northwest with the Uni

accomplishments as being
named Songwriter of the Year,

versity Choir, recording an al
bum with Dayspring, then
touring as far east as Chicago
and as far south as Disneyland.

t h e n H u m a n i t a r i a n o f t h e Ye a r

Johnson's outlook on life is

by SESAC, Alumnus of the

simple: "Trust in the Lord

Do It. and Excellence is not an

Accident). Johnson has such

vation!"

Ex-homosexual claims Christianity changed life
ANDREW S. MILLER

was very dominant

my childhood and ado

Editor-in-Chief, The Crescent

and in control. What

lescence it would be

patterns and identity
were being shaped and
molded by this

one of sitting alone in a
classroom, looking
through the windowpane, seeing the boys
out on the playground
and wanting to be with

w o m a n .

them, but I didn't know

happened, subcon
Part 1 of 3

"I was a card-carrying, rainbow-flag waving gay person,"
says John Paulk, who works do
ing Public Relations for Port
land Fellowship, an outreach

sciously, was that my

personality, behavior

for homosexuals. "I was not

"Furthermore, ■

hidden or on the fringe, but
completely gay."
Paulk was very involved in
a homosexual lifestyle for six

mother wasn't receiv- '

years, and says that, through

became her emotional

and love. "The older I

caretaker. This left me
with no one I could

got, the deeper this in
security became.

Christ, he has overcome his ho
mosexual addiction.

was an "emotional bas

she turned to me and 1

yearned for attention

turn to with my prob
lems, and my life be

divorced when he was seven

came consumed into

years old. She then immediately
remarried only to divorce again

this

Paulk was bom in Ohio into

Paulk says that he

ing emotional support
from my stepfather so '

a broken family; his mother first

void

ket case" and simply

did

have

non

sexual schoolboy
crushes on girls," he
continues, "but only

called

from a distance because

' m o t h e r. ' "

As he got older,

I was so awkward and

"My family was not what 1

Paulk found that his

uncomfortable. I was

would term a 'Christian' or

personal identity as a

very insecure and

when Paulk was 16.

moral family. There were no
moral boundaries anywhere
throughout.

"1 was a very sensitive boy,

very emotionally perceptive
and gentle," says Paulk. "My

stepfather was passive and non-

communicative and my mother

didn't have the tools or
resources to know how
a male walks into this

f e m a l e s o l i d i fi e d . " I
knew I wasn't female
and didn't want to be

female, but among my peers at
school I was identified that way.
In addition to being effeminate,

was always on the outside."
The cravings Paulk felt at this
time were "to belong to the boys

I was also the class clown and

and fit in with them. If there
were one scene which described

never really fit in anywhere. I

ents. "It was here where 1 was
ushered into the homosexual

world since most of the people
there were gay.
"When I was 18 I went to a

how."

"1

would be the school jock or
popular idol.
In high school, he went to a
special school for the perform
ing arts due to his musical tal

world of dating."

gay bar for the first time in my
life and saw a cornucopia of
masculinity," says Paulk. "Ev
ery eye was turned on me be
cause 1 was eighteen years old,
innocent and cute.

"After having no attention

for all those years, it was like
an intoxicating elixir," he con
tinues. "Who wouldn't, under
those exact same circum

stances, say yes to that?
"Soon after I met my first
lover, but after a year 1 found
out he was cheating on me and
couldn't stand it (because of the

damage I'd seen it cause on my
parents) and my world crashed
around me."

He began finding himself
sexually attracted to other boys
at about the age of 15. Most of

Please turn to

ten the object of his attraction
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My hope is that, in addition to from a di , , ^gexuals are seemsth(though
e
most
'
s
amtly) who are
reporting the news, we are also remembe
a source for ideas, thoughts, pe(^le too. . figure searching for the same God?
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to challenge the beliefs of many to the , human

in the George Fox community who is hurting, a j^der
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were not from the outside at

Staff Writer. The Crescent

You may recall the front

page of last week's edition
of The Crescent, but prob

all, but were themselves a

part of the George Fox com
m u n i t y.

The students involved hid
in the shower stalls and
waited to attack, all in the

erence to a homosexual. 1 re
ember seeing a °
My opinion and prayer is m
the
internet recently which rethat George Fox is mature

your memory. We ran two

news stories, side by side,

describing two different

men, one. Randy
McDonald, a con man who

crime? You can write it off

be irresponsible to call this
attack anything other than a

tempted kidnapper who
has been spotted in
Newberg area parking lots

to

face

is-

/

assault is a crime. It would

crime.

What happened last week

assured that our fine cam

pus security team is fully

aware of the dangers that
these men could pose, and
are likewise, taking steps to
insure

was tragic. It was not merely

challenged. The malicious

actions of a few individuals
has left a residue on all of us.

It is for this
reason that

sial or 'taboo' at many Christian

ties

colleges.

about

ho-

,

.

.

mosexuaUtyatGeorgeFoxUni- ported that thirty percent of

astoryaboutJohnPaulk,aman they are homosexual and be-

ence between more events

at GFU.

outside vio-

I
think
we've
all

been feeling
just a bit too
comfortable
in

our

like the at
tack on the
student in
Edwards,
and heal

The third part will include an
article describing some of the

ing.

self and another one by Shaun

During

ithin
v a c- y . w
|
tion,
Stuour homes here chap-

asS
been chal-""""°"'
s p o k e
Community.has
R e c e n t

events have
f 0 r e V e

changed the

lenged.

way some of us view safety
issues here at Fox.

/

/

about
need

the
for

c a m p u s

u n i t y .

There are so many of us in

this place that come from dif

Last week, in Edwards

ferent backgrounds and to

Residence Hall a student

expect us to assimilate into

was grabbed,dragged,and
assaulted during the night.
1 try to imagine the emotion

someone's idea of what the

"normal Christian" might

and confusion that the stu

look like or think like is ri
diculous. What we need here

dent must have been feeling
as he was pulled from a

is mutual respect. George
Fox is a Christian school. For

half-sleep stupor by four

me, last week's attack is even
more unsettling because you

dragged down the fire es
cape as these men began to

don't expect it in this sort of
place. Coming from a pub

this tape on their unlucky

like this never happened,
even though the place was
full of unbelievers speaks so

masked men and then

take out duct tape and dis
cuss how they should use
victim. What about the an

guish he felt as he began to

realize that the masked men

that were carrying him

The second part of the series

will introduce the George Fox

community to two lesbians: one
who is a grad of GFC and an
other who is currently a student

mXeaT^f _ "Our right to
fortunately, safety and pri-

l i c s c h o o l w h e re so me th i n g

much to me. We could learn
a lot from the unbelievers in
our lives. We should be liv

were not the Newberg at

ing better than we are, treat

tempted kidnapper, or
Randy McDonald, or space
aliens? No, these assailants.

and living in a way that is

ing people better than we do,
different from the world.

your
mates and

your friends.
How will you react?

As always, feel free to

yersity. youth suicides are by gays and share your opinion via a let
The first part of the series is lesbians who recognize that ter to the editor by sending

What happens next is impor
tant, it can mean the differ

our

on Foxmail)

many Chris
tian colleges.

who used to be a homosexual lieve that they can't change their
and says that his Christian walk sexual orientation. Some of
an
isolated
attack
against
one
as well as in several other
ended his homosexual walk. these young people may have
individual, but rather an at
cities.
His story, which I feel specifi been taught to hate or reject ho
tack
on
all
of
us.
Our
right
Even with the news of
these two potential threats to safety and privacy within cally transcends any political mosexuality by their families,
religious institutions, school
to our campus, students o u r h o m e s h e r e h a s b e e n bounds, is fascinating.
can for the most part rest

statements

to be, able to face issues which of- wouidensue
ten might be considered controver- yo„ .ch».

as a prank gone to far, or

to swindle money, and an
other, an unidentified at

lege students and attempts

from the'Outside World
I also hope that people wiU
eo
® beyond rhetoric,
e m obeyond
tional

sues which of-

that the action of these guys
c o u l d b e c l a s s i fi e d a s a

boys being boys, regardless,

to keep Fox Ufe septate, often,

"My opinion and prayer is
considered that George Fox is mature enough

able

right? Did she really Indicate

preys on the naivete of col

world then many might think
fthe GFU Bubble has a tendency

enough to be

ably, this information has name of a prank. I can't
been promptly deleted from
ake sense of this crime.
your mind. If you don't re m
You may ask, did I read that
member , let me refresh

Some might question the my
use of the word "hurting m ref

different light and perhaps
strengthen then in the process.

I think it should be realized
that homosexuality does exmt at

George Fox University, and it s
much more common m the

fb-fbX
or sisor
ter^i
n Chri
this brother
sister
^ st?'

thering dialogue which will
help us look at our beliefs in a

Prank or Crime?
KARI GODEL

My ultimate hope in

to mysdf, is
One of the goals for the Cres- nreco^eived howMvdoquestion,
m
y
a
c
t
i
o
n
s
, as a Chris
cent during this year is to make might drop jssue

forum characterized by integrity & excelence. \Ne seek to use Omslian ethics
Andrew Miller, Edilor-in-Chlcf

McNay,Dean Of Students he^i and asks, "Why do they hate
The
Crescent
hul/o
..c-.

ANDREW MILLER
Editor-in-Chief.

and so on.

IsevenoMc human life worth

winning a political battle?

What do our words and ac

tions say about Christianity?
One thing I found very interest

ing is something Mr. Paulk
mentions in his interview.

various attitudes which GFU

Paulk is driving in a Gay-

students hold on this topic

rights parade and there are

along with an editorial by my

Christians yelling, shouting,

"speaking in tongues and

it to SUB box E.

Here are some web
s i t e s w h i c h o ff e r
s o m e d i ff e r e n t v i e w s

on homosexuality.

http: / / www.kosone.com/
>eople/ocrt/hom_bibl.htm
http: / / www.kosone.com /

>eople/ocrt/hom_fixehtm

http: / / wwwvnet.net/user/

To s s n e t / d i l e m m a h t m l

http:/ / members.aol.com/

:davi<^ess/gayshtml

What happened to respect?
K E L LY I R I S H
Ass/sfanf Editor, The Crescent

It has occurred to me that

nately, this kind of behavior is not
an isolated incident, nor is it ex

clusive to chapel.
At the Drama Showcase last

sometimes people don't want to
go to chapel in order to listen to

weekend, several people were ir

the awesome chapel band. This

mere background noise to what
ever topic of conversation

the featured speaker, or even to
fact was made painfully clear to

ritated at audience members

who assumed that the plays were

selves to a higher standard than
other colleges and universities. As
is says in our mission statement,
we pride ourselves on demon

strating the "meaning of Jesus
Christ by offering a caring educa
tional community in which each
mdi\ddual may achieve the high
est intellectual and personal
growth." This means that we pro

me as I was confronted with sev

deemed important enough to be

eral examples of rude behavior

shared with half the audience.

last week. Believe me when is tell

Personally, I do not care to know
the odd sleeping habits of Jane
Doe's roommate, or why Joe Bob
hasn't called Mary Sue yet. These

lows others to share with us their

conversations are carried on by
people who have lost any respect

mance, such as tine One Act plays

you that 1 was amazed at the
complete disregard for the
speaker and audience that was
displayed by a several students
at that partiailar chapel, lam not
going to point fingers and name

names, except to say that 1 think

you know who you are.

It is one thing to quietly sit and
study for an exam, or do home
work during the speaker's pre
sentation, however, it is quite
another thing to carry on a run
ning conversation with the pjer-

son next to you, or ridiculously
laugh out at a completely inap

propriate time. Not only is it dis
tracting to the people siting with
in ear shot, it is also incredibly
rude to the speaker. Unfortu

for others that tlieir parents might
have tried to instill in them.

The people on stage are usu
ally our classmates and friends,
and if tliey aren't, then they are
faculty members or honored

guests of the university. We have
a responsibility not only to them
but to ourselves as well, to see that
respect Is afforded to them. Tliis

kind of behavior is unacceptable

in any kind of setting and on any
campus, it is even more inappro
priate on this campus, because
here at George Fox we hold our

vide an open community that al

experience and love, whether it is

by speaking in chapel or devot
ing oneself to a wonderful perfor
we saw last weekend.

I truly believe that the students

here are bright and caring indi
viduals, who for the most part re

spect one another in a Christ like

manner. Sometimes we all forget

what it is like to apjnear before a

large group and give a sp)eech or
act in a play. To use a cliche, all of
us should put ourselves in the
other persons shoes, and see if we

(fon t have a little more respect for

them. It is my hope and prayer

that all of us just take a minute to
ask ourselves how Christ would

act, and then put it In to practice.

SgCRESCEyr,FlUDAV.OrT.,..,.
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CHANGE: Truth" found in Christianity
i 6

•Continued from Page One

mirror and dressed me com

t o tad someone
to
fi n H else to have
t r i ea
d
was

promiscuitv

^ptiness
loneliness.
I went
oneand
relationship
to another

^o hours). I went and looked

love to turn out with their signs,

Ueve how I looked. I thought 'I am
the prettiest drag queen I've ever

waving banners, crying and
screaming in tongues. I'd see this

seen! I want to go to a gay bar and

is going on?' Ihey'dhold up signs
that said 'Repent' with yellow

to find The One/ which
cuiiTunated in over 400 sexual

see if I call fool anybody.'"
This was die beginning of four

active m the gay lifestyle."

very addictive lifestyle as a very

lauons dx^g the 6 years I was years in what Paii^ says was a
successful female impersonator.

At this point in time his mother

Degan getting healthier. She went

mto counseling, started going to

and I'd wonder 'What in the hell

flames behind it. I remember

thinking, 'Who would want to
turn to God based on what you're
demonstrating?'

mve ever done for me at that time

because it forced me to stand on
my own emotionally."

Paulk started having financial
troubles so he began working for

"I was one of the most well-

an escort agency as a male prosti

known female impersonators in
the mid-west. I was so good, I
could go into straight society and

tute. "It's not easy, but it was quick
money. I was a piece of meat. All I

had to do was lay there for an

fool people.

hour and collect $80 at the end."

'T was successful and popular,
butwhat I found after six years in

One night, when he was
twenty, he was on a gay dance

floor "drunk and stoned out of
my mind, when I looked over and

saw this really attractive girl, but

this wasn't a female, but rather a

female impersonator, and this fe

demonstrated in such a genuine
way, I couldn't help believing it.

"I gave Jesus my heart, but I

anger and bitterness. I remember
turning to my lover and asking

told Him he coulcln't have my
homosexuality. I was ready to

him, 'Why are they doing this to
us? Why do they hate us?'"

It was about this time that
Paulk met a Christian hetero

give up my life, but I didn't see

why I should change."

homosexuals.

Adam, and that was Eve.

'party-favor' that I was.
I was so empty and miserable
and then my last lover walked out

on me. I thought, 'Won'tanybody
ever stay wilh me?'
"I remember that one night
soon after, I picked up a 'trick' at
a gay bar, took him home and had
sex with him. He fell asleep, and I
remember I went to the bathroom
and looked in the mirror and

basis with them. "I remember

thinking that they had something

the only known gay ministry op
erating during that time and flew

seen God transform this woman,

and we developed a close rela

tionship and later got married."
The Paulks expect tlieir first
child, a boy, in about two and a
half montlis. "Itisthemostincred-

ible feeling to know that I and my
wife are able to create life, espe

him to Exodus, which has grown

from."

who either are homosexual or

have homosexual feelings. We
minister to about 100 people a
month who find themself caught
in the middle, so we take them

through a process to take them
out of homosexuality."

seen everything homosexuality

vated, determined individual, but

had to offer and wanted out, but

sul t of his sexually active lifratyle.
"One morning there was a knock
at my door, and I was barely able
to get outof bed to answer it. They
had brought an entire cooked
meal, bags of groceries, flowers

work. But what we do is to try and

I still struggled with the de

provide services, counseling and

sires."

resources to those who need

broke down into tears.

didn't want money from me, ttiey
didn't want me to do anything for

1. This is the Bruin.
Find the Bruin. Tlie
Bruin will be hidden in the ads or

between the ads.
2. Call the Crescent at ext. 4103.

drawing for this week's prize.
You will receive a call if you win,

and your photo will run in the
paper tlie following week.

Find the Bmin and enter to

win a gift certificate from
Izzy's Pizza! Call ext. 4103
today!

to be a lesbian and had gone
through the same program. I had

Around this time Paulk came
down with mononucleosis as a re-

Rules:

This Week's Prize Donor Is

woman named Anne who used

"I sold everything, moved

Where's
B r u i n ?-m.

Laserport!

"After about four years I de
veloped a good friendship with a

from Ohio to California. I had

"I couldn't figure it out. They
didn't want sex from me, they

3. You will be entered in a

ing a book right now to show how
God has changed me.

arms."

tian' meant to me was what I'd

Ledgerwood on winning the 4

speaking out publicly and writ

100 percent success rate. "It's very
hard. It take a very highly moti

friends, but they helped me be
cause they knew I was sick. I

free games of lazertag at

never was gay, and tliat's why I'm

into a national coalition of ^ min

body?"'
Paulk had strong feelings
about Christianity. "What 'Chris

Leave your name & extension.
Call before Saturday at noon.

"No one can tell me my sexual
orientation has not changed. I
have changed. All these things
happened througli the power of
God and the help of other people.
Some people have the audacity to
tell me that I'm still gay or that I

thing which made me want to run
from them, yet at the same time
part of me wanted to run into faeir

ring, he looked at me and said

Congratulations to Michelle

posed to be gay, God doesn't want
me gay, and I wanted out."
The Christian couple found

what it was. Whenever I was
around them there was some

and supplies. We weren't really

Last Week's Winner:

Paulk said that he felt "duped,

fooled and lied to. I am not sup

which I needed, but I didn't know

more then a 'trick' to some

experienced as a marcher in gay
pride parades. I don't know what
it is about gay pride parades and

of the group."
Paulk emphatically states that

Paulk currently works at the
Portland Fellowship to reach out
to those people who are "bomagain, Bible believing Christians

at night and have to take the cos

ter and even was on a first name

dinner. A fter a few years, I started
feeling like otixer men. I felt part

cially considering where we came

to him, had a secret outreach to

Over a period of six months,
Paulk got to know the couple bet

me, invite me to their homes for

Paulk then read in Genesis
about the creation of man and

able. I'd come home from thebars

"Larry and I started up our
own escort service and one night,
while waiting for the phone to

Thank you Izzy's!

away. Love and care had been

"I couldn't understand their

asked myself 'Is this all life will
ever be? Is there nothing more to
my life where I'll live, grow old
and die, never being anything

Izzy's Pizza in Newberg,

sat down and laid out the plan of
salvation to me, I bought it, right

how "God, in his perfect wisdom,
made fixe perfect companion for

myself and who I was. As popu
lar as I was, they weren't really
loving me, they were loving the

said 'Hi John.' It tumed out that

finally gave in.
"He took me away from the

to me. So finally, when this man

sexual couple who, unbeknownst

at myself in the mirror. I hated

"She sauntered up to me and

prodded and bugged me until I

was and how committed He was

the gay life was that I was miser

tume off. I hated having to look

with a twist. '

seen!' I wasn't comfortable with
the idea and declined, but he

that they were demonstrating the
character of J^us Christ, who He

was ready to give up my life, but I didn't
see why I should change."__

It was the best thing she could

tiful drag queen this dty has ever

"What I understand now is

he couldn't have my homosexuality. I

tionally. It was a shock for me, but

'You would make the most beau

they cared so much about me.

I gave Jesus my heart, but I told Him

ateut boundaries. "And then aU
of a sudden she cut me off emo

tend.

them. I didn't understand why

/ / '

Al-Anon and started learning

male impersonator was a friend I
had gone to school with, named
Larry."
Paulk found drag queens, as
they're known in the gay commu
nity, "simply fascinating. They're
sort of like 'party favors' in the gay
community because they add a
bit of flair and sparkle to a party,
sort of like having a celebrity at

a parade the Christians seem to

into the mirror and could not be-

monog^ous relationship with.
:

Christians, but whenever there is

pletely in drag (which took about

istries.

However, while at Exodus,

Paulk admits that there isn't a

that doesn't mean that it doesn't

them."

Paulk was able to figure out
why he had become gay and

vices or to volunteer, please

how his attraction to men had

write 'The Portland Fellow

developed.
"Little by little my homo
sexuality fell away, and I be
came a new person," he remem

ship,' P.O. Box 9205, Portland

bers. "There were Christian

"Homosexuality is a change
able condition," says Paulk,

men in my church who knew
what I was going through and
weren't afraid to touch me, hug

For more information on ser

OR,

97207;

write

to

'pf@teleport.com' or call
(503)235-6364.

"and our testimonies are living
examples of that."

So, what's your sign?

KARI GODEL

Staff Writer, The Crescent

If you're trying to find
George Fox University, you
better not follow the \oca\ road

signs.
Beginning July 1, 1996
George Fox College merged
with Western Evangelical
Seminary, and George Fox
University was bom. Despite
occasional confusion amongst
students and faculty, most
people have come to the real
ization that Geoige Fox Col
lege is no more.
So, you may be wondering
why the city of Newberg has
been so slow to adopt the
name change to George Fox
University on it's street signs
around town. Oregon Depart
ment of Transportation
(ODOT) Sign Crew member
Larry Lewis commented that
the procedure of changing
highway signs is time con
suming and costly.
Lewis apologized to the

university for the delay of re
placing the word "college" on
signs. He explained that the
matter of changing signs is
more complicated than one
might assume. The signs are
typically on back order as
much as tiiree months from

the official Sta te Sign Shop. Af
ter they finally do arrive from
tlie shop, the cost of tliese signs
is high. The smaller signs alone
can run around $500, this
doesn't account for man

power, which is approxi
mately another $100. Lewis
said that ODOT was negotiat

ing with the university locover
some of the costs.
Lewis said that students

could expect to see the new
signs "sometime b the near fu
ture," he is hopeful, and that
his sign crew would strive to
get the job done within the next
month.

Meanwhile, temporary
signs with mountable
plaques are to be placed over
existing signs in the
Newberg area today. The
signs outside Newberg
should time as manpower is
limited.
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Women's B-Ball Coach Heads To Portland State

_ ^ - t i n i o fi r - n r o e r a m s . S a :

SARAH SWANSON

reason why

Sports Editor, The Crescent

God laid it on

In a little over a month
women's basketball season

begins. It's what we've all
been looking forward .to—

Bruin fans going crazy: Home

e

excited about

her new posi
Port

land

State

them and
it was one

year,
Murrell

change. This season will mark

pects her job
as recruiting

Sherri Murrell, three-year

head coach for GF women,
won't be pacing the court and
shouting instruction to the

Bruins this year.

Conference coach of the year

so
ex

h

a

e

new
a

d

w o m e n ' s

basketball

moved on to Portland State

coach, a posi

University. She is now the

tion

which

Murrell

had

Becci Harper, Assistant Coach Torrae Harry

tor for women's basketball at

interviewed

PSU.

for. She didn't get that job, but
in August of this year the new
head coach, Jenny Yopp, ap
proached her and asked her if
she'd be interested in acting as
an assistant. "I thought about

When asked why she left,
Murrell explained that there
were many reasons. First of
all, "Portland State's a D-1
[NCAA Division I] school, so

it was a definite step up from

i t . A n d I d e c i d e d t o i n t e r v i e w.

Fox [an NCAA Division III
school]. But I also knew I

It felt like it was the right thing

wanted to stay in the Portland
area. I told myself that the
only way I would even think
about taking another position

to do."

This, of course, was a sud

now she says, "I feel like I
made the right decision."
"I felt bad putting Fox in
that position," Murrell said,
"but Scott [Rueck, the new

head coach] should do fine."
While her new job is defi
nitely a step towards her goal
of becoming a NCAA D-I head
coach someday, the change is

al

Harper of
the meet•

ing,

//T

I

cried. I'm
not sentim e n t a l ,

but she put a lot of confi
dence in me. She was a bless

adopted by— a lady who lived

at the Manor. These women
came to many of the home

ind the players were involved

in their lives as well. Murrell

also says that she will miss the
other people from fox who
made an impact on her life.

"Hal Adrian, Craig Taylor, Jeff

Rickey, Chris Gross— they all

made a serious impact on my
l i f e . Yo u k n o w h o w c e r t a i n

had. But she's ready for the

for me and I'll miss them."

change... You can't be sad for
a long time. Scott [Rueck],
Liz [Stephens] and [Kristi]
Fleming will be good. It'll be
different, but it'll be good.
"Everyone really re

Health and Human Perfor

miss my kids," said Murrell in
response to a question about

was if it were at PSU or UP

mance

her former team. "It's sad for

whatever she does in the fu

[University of Portland]. And
look. I figure there must be a

Murrell was unsure about ac

me to know that 1 won't be

ture."

cepting the new job at first, but

there to coach Angela [Pettit]
or T [Tonya Miller] or Becci
Harper or the rest of them. We

to

Women's Soccer:

players on the women's basket

people come into your life and

year was the best I'd ever

was scheduled to teach some
term.

she instituted with people from

ing God sent to me— last

not without its down side. "I

this

she says, referring to a program

games and supported the team,

nior Becci

den change for Murrell, who

courses

well "The Foster Friends have
made a big impact on my life,"

ball team "adopted"—or were

Said se

Left to right: 1st row- Kami Bredeson, Rachel Evans, Tonya
Miller, Cherish Carroll, Sarah Bain; 2/7</row-Katie Anderson,
Jamie Courtney, Angle Rysdam, Cori Gardea, Nancy
Rissmiller, Keelie Keown; 3rdrow-Hea6 Coach Sherri Murrell,
Liz Stephens, Arigeia Pettit, Jessica Herman, Rachel Powell,

missing many other people as

Friendsview Manor. Each of the

ready."

Murrell and the 1995-96 Women's Basketball team;

"^'Murreu" dmits that shel' be

both sides,
but they
knew

P o r t l a n d

Hal Adrian, Assistant Athletic
director, "Sherri's
«,ach. She knows the funda
mentals. She's a very good comnetitor a neat Christian. We 11
be sorry to lose her, but she'l do

of tears on

all kind of

her. Also,

in 1993-94 and '94-'95, has

full-time recruiting coordina

life. There
were a lot

to challenge
State just

the

toughest
days of my

coordinator

hired

Murrell, who was Cascade

of

this

this year there will be a big

Bruin women's basketball.

r

break it to

tion.

became a
with Western Oregon. Angela just
division
I

the absence of a big part of

e

meeting in
August so
I could

Murrell is

school

m

g e n c y

my lap."

coming pride. The rivalryPettit. Nancy Rissmiller. Becci
Harper and Tonya Miller. But

Bruin athletic Pfog"!"/;,

had

spected Sherri. I love her and
I know she'll be great at

Harper's sentiments seem
r e fl e c t

the

rest

of

the

team's. And the rest of the

change it. These people did that

Murrell doesn't plan to totally
leave behind Fox. "I hope I can

catch a few games," she says. "Itll
will be hard having to sit in the

stands instead of on 3ie bench vrith
the team, but I definitely want to

support Scott 100%. I don't want
to act like I'm still their coach.

"My heart's still at George Fox.

I loved every player I coached
and I'll miss them.... I may have
changed jobs, but I haven't sev
ered my ties."

Volleyball
Shuts
Out
L&C,
Rocky Road Trip
Cuts JV Program
SARAH SWANSON

slammed the ball into the net.

Sports Editor. The Crescent

Unfortunately, the Bruins

did not fare so well in their

The George Fox women's
s o c c e r t e a m d o m i n a t e d P a c i fi c

University last Wednesday.
The September 25th match-up
pushed George Fox up to 3
wins, no losses in conference

play when the Bruins defeated
the Boxers 3-2.
P a c i fi c d r e w fi r s t b l o o d
when a GF defender acciden

tally deflected the ball into her

next two games. A road trip
to Eastern Washington netted
t h e B r u i n s t h e i r fi r s t t w o l o s s e s

in conference play.
Saturday, September 28, the
Bruins faced Whitman college.
Sophomore Katrina Crabb

stole the show for the Bruins,

scoring two goals in the first
half, and assisting in the
Bruin's third arid final goal in

own net for a goal. But eight

the last. But even her outstand

minutes later, Katrina Crabb

ing effort couldn't push the
Bruins past the Pirates who an
swered Crabb's goals with two

(Sophomore, Hilo, HI) tied the
game with a header when jun

ior Beth Kahut (Milwaukie,
OR) crossed the ball to her.

of their own in the first half,

The Boxers reclaimed the
lead seven minutes into the sec

second. The game ended with
Whitman defeating George

ond half. And again, it took
only eight minutes for the Bru
ins to even it up. This time,
Kahut assisted Staci Morris

Qunior, Camas, WA) for the
George Fox goal.
Tw e l v e m i n u t e s l a t e r,

sophomore Kyla Yokers (Se
attle, WA) contributed the last,

and scored three times in the

Fox 5 to 3.

Sunday proved even worse
for the Bruins. They were shut
out by Whitworth, who domi
nated the game with five goals
i n t h e fi r s t h a l f a n d o n e m o r e

in the second for good mea
s u r e .

This puts the Bruins slightly

and winning, goal for George

over the .500 mark in confer

Fox when she outwitted two

ence play with three wins and

P a c i fi c

two losses.

defenders

and

CORRECTION: A PICTURE OF THE MEN'S XC
T E A M WA S M I S P L A C E D A N D M I S L A B E L E D I N
THE SEPTEMBER 27 ISSUE OF THE CRESCENT
WE APOLOGIZE TO THE MEN'S XC TEAM AND
TO KYLA YOKERS FOR THE MISTAKE AND ANY
CONFUSION IT CAUSED.

JULIE CHASE
Staff Writer, The Crescent

Bruin Volleyball players
c e l e b r a t e d t h e i r fi r s t s h u t o u t

victory last week. They faced
the Lewis and Clark Pioneers

in a quick match in Wheeler
Gymnasium. The Pios fell to
the Bruins 8-15, 8-15, 2-15.
Said Steve Grant, Bruin

head coach, "It was nice to get
everybody in the mix....
Michelle Harper (junior,

Monmouth, OR] had a great

play well. And we played

several players, which means

Freshman and rising star

and learn with the varsity team

well tonight."

Beth Davis (Salem, OR)
agrees. "We're looking for a

good year. And I'm sure
we're going to make it to the
top four in the conference."

In other volleyball news,

the JV program that Grant

was hoping to put in place

this year has been cut. "It just

didn't happen this year," he
says, noting that player in

night with 12 kills and 12
digs." Senior setter Kari
Guyer (Medford, OR) also had
a great night with 20 assists in

jury and lack of participation

just two games.

But Steve Grant is not
completely pushing off those
who now find they have no

Grant also commented,
"I'm always pleased with a
win. Even more when we

to begin with were major

contributing factors in this
decision.

team. He is "red-shirting"

that these players will practice

but will not play in any games.

Red-shirts also will not have

this year count against their
four years of college athletic eli
gibility.

Rose Cooney, a sophomore

set to play on the JV team said of
the news, "I don't like it... there

were 10 girls wanting to play, but
Coach Grant said we needed
twelve for drills and such."

Many of the players feel the

way Cooney does. And Grant
understands. "It was a hard

decision to make. This is my
3nd I am trying to

uild it up... Hopefully next
year we can have one [a JV vol

leyball team].'-

WRITERS WAMTf Di
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Sports Talk

Footbal I at Fox

with

Mike

The above hypothetical
situation does pose an inter
esting question. Why not

& Joiy

bring back football to George

MIKE SMOLKO & JQRY SMITH

long time ago? 1969 was the

Staff Columnists, The Crescent

was scrapped because of costs

boxes

Fox? Did you (the George Fox

Mike and Jory have a dream
roster of the team we would
l o v e t o s e e o n t h e fi e l d . H a l
Adrian

Get this, we were one of the

bunch of smallest colleges in the U.S. to
n H fitting have a Varsity
football team.
With about 150 total students
Pnneville shootm the bull, back then, it would have been

ing piece.

says, "What
about your

We will ex

college Jory?
What's your

football

p r o g r a m
would
be

football team
l i k e ? . . .
W H A T ? ? ?
Yo u
don't
have a foot
ball team??

l i k e a t G F.
We

will

also give
o

u

r

thoughts of

Do you go to
some prissy
p r i v a t e

w

h

o

should

be

on the ros
ter.

or

So

something?
J o r y, w e
didn't

Painter), and various busi

to

GF's miss

to you and

school

a

article

body turns

how

would

mean

to make you
cry. Get back Tonya "The Refrigerator" Miller
h e r e y o u taking out Becky Harper.
•I

sissy!" Of

course this situation probably

never happened... Mike thinks

Jory would be a sissy even if
we had football.

we

go about
getting a
f o o t b a l l
team here?
Mike

and

the Bible, Oregon State, etc.
After the second year, we will
be ready to join the Pac 10.
You all are probably wonder
ing, "Where would we play?"
Well... Jory and Mike have al
ready taken care of this. We
talked to the city of Newberg
and they decided to cut us a

for the Bruins.

The rest of the game

past uneventfully, with

George Fox came out

strong when,

utes into the first half/

scored. Justin Rivard (Se

nior, Las Vegas, NV)

snatched a Whitworth
pass and
Fleming (Sophomore, Or
e g o n

drove the ball into the
Pirate's net from ten yards

Missionaries in Walla
Walla, Washington. The
Bruins shut out the Mis

sionaries and defeated
them 2-0.

Rivard was instrumen

tied the game up. Then a^

fhe thirty-one minute

mark, Jones scored agam

on a header to give the 11

rates a 2-1 e
l ad aHhe ha^l
Sophomore Josn

T.,rpln-s (Bellevue, WA)

Jory can't be in

volved because his

time. Our line

mom won't sign
the permission

would consist

forms. Our heck

of

lers

Mark

Here

and defensive

in

#5. Seein' Matt

Cross hurt people.
#4. Maybe
Kelleigh Mardock

clude Keelie,

but she's just
too

sweet.

So, the ques
tion

could be our one

on

football

is,

"Who's gonna
coach

this

#3.

moment,

Cain (Athletic Dept.)
longing for GF football.

thing?" Our
coaching staff would consist of
Kerry Irish (previously a history
professor, now the offensive co
ordinator), Carl Lloyd (defen

Watchin'

Dr. Bob gettin' all
worked up...
#2. ESPN cov

erage for GF.

#1. A football team would

R YA N C H A N E Y
Staff Writer. The Crescent

Only seven women and
five men competed for George

kept many of the Bruins' top

Fox. Head coach Wes Cook

der to rest.

athletes out of the race in or

Jarae Kauffman (Senior,

Lake Oswego, Or) qualified
for the NAIA's Academic All-

America award Saturday

Fox

Score

for the Lady Bruins and ninth

Men's Soccer

overall in 20:29 at the North

Sept 28

G F

Sept 29

G F

2
Women's Soccer

when coupled with a 3.5

Sept 25

women eligible for NAIA
Academic Ail-American sta
tus. The Communication

v s

Whitman

v s

Whitworth

2

under the 20:30 mark which-

grade point or better- makes

Bo^rd

GF

0
2
v

s

P a c i fi c

v

s

Whitman

v

s

5
Whitworth

2

3

Sept 28

GF

Sept 29

GF

3
Q

Arts major was also an NAIA

6

Academic All-American last
s e a s o n .

Jacquilan Schmid (Fresh

Women's Volleyball
Sept 20 GF vs

Lewis & Clark

man, Camas, Wash.) was sec

15

8

15

8

Bruins nine minutes into

ond for the Lady Bruins,
crossing the finish line in a

15

2

ing the first goal for the
the game off an assist by

Michael Moody (Sopho

With just two minutes

to eo in the final half, Jun

i o r Tr a v i s J o h n s o n

(GTants Pass, OR) added
Uother goal for the Bru

ins off an assist by
Turpen.

cheer

l e a d e r.

everybody's
minds

our

team at GFC...

H a r p e r. W e
to

are

top five pros of
having a football

Becci

wanted

be

Peter Smart.

Schoepkcoie,
end

would

Travis Johnson and

Pothoff, Jeff
Wells, Jamie

tal in this game, too, sco^r-

*^^Tust four minutes later, more, Bothell, WA).

wiitworth's jace Jones

and

Ryan won't see
much playing

XC Runner Qualifies for
Academic All-American

ended the game with a 2-2

The day before the Bru
ins faced the Whitman

David

team.

ins out shot the Pirates by
a slim 19-16 margin.

wants to play running back. So,

we shouldn't have a football

seats 45,000 with 250 luxury

west Cross Country Classic in
Eugene, Oregon.
Kauffman's effort was just

.

the head coach's position. Mike
wants Jory to be a mascot, but

run the ball, but Mike kinda

popular demand Dee would fill

into

minute overtime periods.

score.

facemask.

David Parker or Ryan Chaney

work department), and by

convert

Manor

The Bruins faced the
Whitworth Pirates in Spo

kane, Washington, and

sacked a lot. We'd like to have

simple little complex that

will

(Sept. 28) as she finished first

The game was a shoton-goal fest, but the Bru

All-star running back Ryan
Chaney giving Jory a

sive coordinator from the social

We

neither team scoring,
even in the two fifteen

the year in conference play.

cornerback.

a

Friendsview

minutes into the second
half evened up the game

as

Cortland Reger on special
teams. Obviously Nancy
Rissmlller would be quarter
back. We wanted Gregg Lamm,
but he can't scramble and gets

bring in more guys which
would even up the male-fe
male ratio at GF... Heck, maybe

deal.

breakaway goal fifteen

Last Sunday brought
the George Fox men's soc
cer team their first tie of

team, Multnomah School of

up this endeavor. We require
that each sports team in exist
ence at GF protect 12 players

Shut Out and Tie
Staff Writer, The Crescent,

nessmen and pastors around
the Newberg community. Of
course, this will only be for
the first two years until we get
rolling. The first year we
could play easy teams like
Portland Bible college, the
Newberg Friends softball

Jory have volunteered to head

Men's Soccer:
RYAN CHANEY

lost the starting QB position
to Nancy Rissmlller.

plore what

devote this

den every

lay's reaction
a f t e r h e w a s n o t i fi e d t h a t h e

on their roster. The unpro
tected players will then be eli
gible for an expansion foot
ball lottery draft. The rest of
the football squad will be
made up of Mike, Jory, staff,
faculty, Mark Martin (GF

decided to

All of a sud

the

for their inconvenience.

and poor field performance.

talkin' trash.

it

pensated with season tickets

community) know that GF
used to have a football team a

Everybody s talking about impossible to put a team on
^eir
respective
college foot- the field that wouldn't get
ball teams,
t e a m s ,braggin' and drubbed. Mike and Jory have

call

Friendsview Manor will relo
cate to Edwards and be com

last year for Bruin football. It

It's 11:30 Friday on a hot

and

QuakerDome. The residents of

lifetime best 21:53.

On the men's side, Eli Lane

Men's XC

(Senior, Sewell, AK) led the
Bruins in 28:16 for 17th place
overall. He was followed by
Eric Thompson (Sophomore,

Sept 30

Philomath, OR) in 28:37 and

Bryan Thompson (Freshman,

Cave Junction, OR.) in 29:16.

GF Men's XC
ranked 20th

nationally in
N A I A

Women's XC

Sept 30

GF

women's

XC

ranked 13th nation

ally in NAIA
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S/gMgArf gladly misses status quo

authentic Italian cuisine.

As the bank is about to
foreclose on the restaurant,

Secondo the keen entrepre

neur, is torn between faith
fulness to his brother and the

reality that modifications in
their business tactics must be
made in order to survive.

Plato

In a desperate attempt to
save the restaurant, Secondo
turns to a successful Italian

restaurant owner, Pascal (Ian

Holm) who serves scandal

ously Americanized food.
Big night falls short of
moviegoers typical expecta
tions. Hollywood has pro
grammed viewers to expect
a certain plot line, predict

Pascal, (who earned the

movie its unjust R rating
with his occasional foul

mouth) offers to invite his

close personal friend, famed

able characters, and a neat

band leader Louis Prima, to

and tidy ending where ev
erything is wrapped up in a

visit the Paradise on his night

tight package labeled "same
ol'thing." Big Night cleverly
and artistically defies this
rut.

off. Primo and Secondo set

out to prepare the grandest
feast of their lives.

Set in New Jersey in the
late 1940s, Big night offers a

Primo and Secondo (Tony
Shalhoub, Stanley Tucci) are
brothers a long way from
their native Italy who have

glimpse into a single day in

come to stake out their dream

they are. Viewers are pro
vided with no background
into their lives and no expec

by opening the Paradise Res
taurant. Primo is the pas
sionate chef who is uncom

promising in his loyalty to

the life of ordinary people.
The audience is forced to
meet the characters where

tations for the future.
The movie is realistic in

the dialogue, the simple ro
mance, and the struggles the
characters encounter. Big
Night is the other side of the
fairy tale where life is not re
duced to two hours on the

after the film stops rolling.
Script writers Tucci and Jo
seph Tropiano took great care
to develop dynamic, humor
ous, unstereotypical charac
ters that were enhanced by

movie screen. Instead, the

superb acting. Even the mi

characters are still struggling
and their lives continue even

Scott) and Pascal's mistress

(Isabella Rosalini) had a lot of

substance.

Big Night might not sport

gunfire, steamy bedroom

nor characters like abrasive

scenes, or split-your-pants
humor, but it is touching,
down-to-earth, witty, and

Cadillac salesman (Campbell

amiable.

L a s t M a n S t a n d / n o f a l l s fl a t o n i t s f a c e
D AV I D L I A B R A AT E N
Staff Writer. The Crescent

In the grand Hollywood
tradition of mindless murder

and glorified violence. Last
Man Standing proves to be yet

another step towards the total
devaluation of human life. To

put it more plainly, this new
western starring Bruce Willis
and Christopher Walken is a
lot of gunfire for no admirable
r e a s o n .

The story (or lack of) takes

place in a little township

called Jericho, Texas during
the Prohibition era. John

Smith (Willis) is a moneyhungry loner who is just pass
ing through the ghost town
when he is picked on by a
group of suited thugs.
Instead of moving on his
way. Smith decides to stick
around because, as he states

in one of his cheesy voice-over
narratives, this towns troubles

equal dollar signs in the eyes
of this "man without a consci

N e a r b y
T h e a t e r s

ence."

ing to stick around. Willis
whips off his coat to reveal a
two-gun holster and the rest
is history.
Ta k e n o t e t h a t t h i s i s n o t

sensibility.

geonholed into these evil,
sunken-eyed bad guy roles. I

The second was that the

film quality and cinematogra

think It's about time someone

phy had a grainy, dusty feel

gave him a different part.

t h a t m a d e t h e fi l m l o o k l i k e

the photographs taken during
this era. Although the body
count was high, the suspense

r i fl e s . T h i s i s a 1 9 2 0 ' s w e s t e r n

As for Willis' character, he
is a conscious less, half-breed

with automatic weapons. The

version of the character he

town's dilemma stems from

played in Die Hard. The only

and exhilaration meters were
on the low end of lame. The li

Gunsmoke with horses and

two rival bootlegging gangs

characters who evoked any

sympathy are the women. Af

as a border station for some

ter these mistreated waifs

ters of blood did not make up
for a poor plot, poor dialogue,

major booze smuggling.

leave town in the middle of

and poor acting.
To top this, the absolute
worst part of all is the title. Sur

trying to use the small town
Along with a corrupt sher

iff and a creepy undertaker,
these characters represent di
verse groups of scum. Chris

As he steps into the empty

topher Walken is a sharp

saloon, the bartender tells Wm

shooting, sadistic thug who is
not quite all there. Personally

to carry a fire arm if he's go

I am tired of seeing Walken pi

the film, there is no one left to
care about.

There are only two things I

prise and suspense are gone be

liked about this movie. The
fi r s t w a s t h e s o u n d t r a c k . I t

cause throughout the entire film

was like The Good, The Bad and

smoke clears, Willis will actu

The Ugly with an alternative

you know that after the gun
ally be the last man standing.
The Crescent will be run

Broadway Metroplex
225-5555+4607

ning an advice column

Cameo

every other issue. Send

538-4479

questions that you would

like answered to The

Cinema 21

Crescent, SUB Box E.

223-4515
Clackamas Cinemas
225-5555+4619
KOIN Center
225-5555+4608

Lloyd Mall Theatres
225-5555+4601
Mack Theater
434-5818
Mall 205 Theatres

Top 10 Pop Singles

Top 10 Country Singles

this week

1. Macarena (Bayside Boys

this week
1. Living In a Moment—Ty

Mix)—Los Del Rio

Herndon

2. I Love You Always For

2. So Much For Pretend

ever—Donna Lewis

ing—Bryan White
3. Believe Me Baby (I

3. It's All Coming Back To Me

225-5555+4602

Now—Celine Dion

McMinnville Tri-Plex

4 . Tw i s t e d — K e i t h S w e a t

472-8993

(5eni o

r

Hi Seniors!

First of all, we would
like to introduce our
selves. We are Tina

r n e r
concern seniors. Our

goal this year is to keep
you all as informed as

we can about upcoming

Davis and Amy Kierulff,

5. C'Mon n' Ride It (The

Lied)—Trisha Yearwood
4. That Girl's Been Spyin'
On Me—Blily Dean

Sherwood Robinhood

Train)—Quad City DJs

5.

Te x a s —

We are very excited

tions, comments, or sug

Tlieater

6. Change the World—Eric
Clapton

Tracy Lawrence
6 . Yo u C a n ' t L o s e M e —

about this year.
Secondly, we would

to hear from you. Please
feel free to visit us dur

7 . W h e r e D o Yo u G o — N o

Faith Hiil

Mercy

7. I Do—Paul Brandt

8. Loungin'—L.L. Cool J

8. Worlds Apart—Vince

watching for this corner

Gill
9. Jacob's Ladder—Mark

tion, senior chapel, job

625-6887

Tigard Cinemas
225-5555+4627

Tw i n C i n e m a s

9.

How

Do

U

Want

It/

Stars

538-2738

Califonia Love—2Pac featur

Washington Square

ing KC and JoJo
10. You're Makin' Me High/

Wills

L e t i t F l o w — To n ! B r a x t o n

Black

225-5555+4628

Over

10. Like the Rain—Clint

your Senior class Presi

dent and Vice-President.

like to introduce our new
section to The Crescent. Be

for updates on gradua

fairs, grad school info, or
anything else that would

events.

If you have any ques

gestions We would love

ing our office hours (Fri

days, 1:00-2:00 p.m.), or
call us anytime.

Tina Davis, x3527, box
5622; Amy Kierulff, x

3521, box 5642; ASC,
x4101.
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Cross Light wakes up Chapel
ANNETTE NELRom

specialized major!) Since then he

a very broad musical element,"
tions for a volunteer ensemble

you notice a crowd of your

played countless gigs,
worked in production for a
number of big companies such

colored T-shirts and holding

held a position with Weider &

As you trickle into chapel
peers on stage, wearing multi

as Adidas and Nike, and even

hands m prayer. After an

Kennedy, Nike's ad agency. He

nouncements, the group
mounts the risers, faces the au

has also toured with Chris Willis

and Mike O'Brien, two up-and-

dience, and launches into an in

coming Christian artists. He has

with plenty of rhythm and

'83.

dance steps. Soon, you find

chatting with

credibly upbeat song, complete
some decidedly un-Quaker

yourself clapping along.

been at New Song since 1982 or

he says. Those are high aspira
(Hemeninway said he uses ev
eryone who showed interest all that was required for mem
bership was a light audition),
but there is no doubt that the

never-lacking-for-energy
Hemeninway will be able to

help the choir pull it off.

B e t w e e n

experimental courses
JULIE MENNENGA

fairs states "the idea of these

Staff Writer. The Crescent

courses is like a forerunner to

Students have to make a

schedule every year in the
spring and winter. Some

students. Barram went on

the say that "all of the faculty
of the departments have to

no, this year's Cross

like Detective Fiction and

mention a trucklond

American Republic that
can jump out at
you and create

Do not fear, although Cross
Light's director of two years,

Tlie sizable choir room was

your semes

able to return, this scene will be

beginning to look crowded

ter). Exactly

of raw vocal power.

Deborah Greenidge was un

repeated several times this year

thanks to Gary Hemeninway.
On staff with New Song
Church in Portland as the wor

ship director, Hemeninway

took up the reigns as director
of our chapel choir when

Greenidge's other duties pre

cluded her participation.
A native of Eastern Oregon,
Hemeninway attended Warner
Pacific College in the late sev
enties, and graduated with a
degree in commercial music

(which he admits was a very

shuffling CDs and greeting the
choir members shuffling in,
Hemeninway said that he

wanted to be sure that Cross

Light wasn't locked into any one
style of music. Already on tap

are songs in the Black Gospel
style, an a CappeUa number, and
some pop rock stuff - he was
even overheard mentioning that
he wanted to do a "Jars of Clay"
song.

"My goal is certainly to have

riculum should excite the

Literary Criticism and His
tory Seminar (on the other

hand there are some new
and adventurous classes

^very real talent - not to

permanent classes being con
sidered." The thought of
adding courses to the cur

classes remain the same like

And volunteers or

l^^ight contains some

the pianist.

Students enjoy option of

a little life in

decide whether a course

w o u l d b e b e n e fi c i a l t o b e

added' and the only voice
the students can give is
through student
evaluations."
What
this

does

mean

to

the average

fifteen full minutes before the

what

student?

If

official start of practice.
It looks like Cross Light is
definitely a group to watch this
year - and you'll have plenty
of chances to hear them sing.
Currently on tap are perfor
mances at the September 30,

c h o i c e s

there

a

t

course

October 30, and November

pondering.
The George Fox Univer
sity catalog states,
"Courses designated "285"
or "485" are special classes
that may be offered in any
department to reflect single
time courses offered by vis
iting professors or group
seminars". Basically stated,
these classes are designed
to test which teaching

11th chapels. Although no offcampus performances are cur
rently in the works,
Hemeninway assures the com
munity that they would be
working on a whole lot of
Christmas music.

Cheated on a loan lately?

h

new
e

s

e

choices bring
to students is

a question that
faculty spends
considerable time

is

that

interests you
with a number
either "285" or

'485", do not

put it off because that
class might not return.
Also, contrary to what most
of the students think, the
course evaluations do make

a difference. If you like
something about a class, or
hate about it, let the admin
i s t r a t i o n k n o w. T h e l i m i t e d

voice of the student body af
fects the many decisions
they make.
Some of the new courses

method works best for the

offered nextsemesterare: Intro

subject in question. Many

loan is rehabilitated, the bor

debt on behalf of the U.S. De-

partmentof Education. OSSC's

students wish to take some

Student loan borrowers who

rower may then become eligible
for other programs that are avail

Collections Division staff con

of these classes only to find

have defaulted on tlieir federal

able to non-defaulted borrowers,

that the missed out on the

Rawlen Smith; Baseball and

guaranteed student loans may
now have a way to remedy tlie
default status, according to the
Oregon Sta te Schola rship Com
mission (OSSC). However, de

including eligibility for more stu

tacts the borrower to negotiate
a voluntary repayment plan.

to Graphic Design, taught by
Dawn McLiughlin; Audiovi
sual Systems, taught by

d e n t fi n a n c i a l a i d .

When the borrower does not

opportunity because they
are not taught again.

cooperate, the agency utilizes
all legal means necessary to col
lect the funds. Currently, some

President of Academic Af

American Culture, taught by
Ron Mock; and Editing and
Practical Grammar, taught by
Becky Ankeny

Loan Defaulters now have

another option

The Administrative Wage

wage garnishment program if

Garnishment Program allows
guaranty agencies, such as
OSSC, to garnish 10 percent of a
defaulted borrower's disposable
wages if the borrower is not re

faulted student loan borrowers

can also be subject to a new

tliey fail to satisfactorily repay

paying his/her loan. Prior to the

tlieir shident loans.
These two new programs

implementation of this program,
OSSC could garnish wages (up

affect borrowers of federal
Stafford, PLUS and SLS educa

to 25 percent) only after first ob
taining a civil judgment against

tional loai"Ls. OSSC is a guaran

t h e b o r r o w e r. B o r r o w e r s c a n

tor of these loans in Omgon.
Tlie Loan Rehabilitarion Pro

tering into and maintaining a sat

gram allows a defaulted bor
rower to remedy the default sta

tus, which can adversely affect

the borrower's credit rating, if
the borrower makes 12 con
secutive monthly, on-time

payments. Tlie amount of the
payment must be reasonable
and affordable. If a borrower s

avoid wage garnishment by en

of the methods available to
OSSC include state and federal

tax refund offsets, attachment

of assets, including up to 25
percent of the borrower's
wages, assignment to a collec
tion agency, and the newly
implemented Administrative
Wage Garnishment Program.
These methods, along with
voluntary payments and pro

isfactory repayment agreement

ceeds from Loan Rehabilitation

with OSSC.

and loan consolidation are ex

OSSC guarantees student
loans in Oregon under the Fed
eral Family Education Loan Pro

pected to total more then $20

grams and purchases these guar

1997).

lender if a borrower defaults.

these programs and others, call

anteed loans from the* original
OSSC then attempts to collect the

Dirk Barram, the Vice

million in the current biennium

(July 1, 1995, through June 30,
For more information about

OSSC at (800) 457-0135.

Jerusalem
University
College

COPIES

Printing & Copying

• Master of Arts

Self Seruice Copies

I I'lpiros NmcmixT .V)lh. IwlTI

semester abroad

Manuals

s :

Computer Rental

O

a

3300 Portland Rd.

537-0824 • FAX 537-0973

o
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S?

u
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in Fred Meyer Shopping Center

o

Q .
O

. find much more
.-Fri. 7:30-9:00 » Sat 8-5

• credits transferable

o
#

F o r m s

• short-term academic

"NO WAY!" Sez McNay

study programs

(/5

Full Color Copies
Transparencies

M o n

graduate or undergraduate

- o

• Biblical Hislory
• New Testament Backgrounds
• Middle Eastern Studies

• Historical Geography
• Hebrew Bible Translation
• Hebrew Language

Why does Shaun look silly?
Good question: The Crescent doesn't
know why.

Would you like the power to embarrass

the Dean-of-Students publicly?

If so, come by The Crescent office to

day and pick up an application for the

position of Crescent A&E Editor!

The power can be yours.

THE CRESCENXFRIDAX0CX4^

M:iW3
in a lawsuit filed in state court

Or Somethin<^
Ukeiliat...
From

WhiteBoard

DURHAM, N.C.-Marcus

Ingram, who was 6 when he lost
a baby tooth in a 1992 car acci
dent during which his mother,

the unrelated article about a

charity fraud in Philadelphia
"obstructed or prevented the
free exercise of the right to vote

by the voters in the primary."

Derus, a Democrat, lost to
Linda Higgins by 104 votes out

News

of about 6,300 cast in the Min

Students wanting to drop
out also have to bring their
parents for a conference.

They are asked to read the

Rita, was driving, was awarded
$7,500 for medical and legal bills
in a lawsuit Marcus filed against

disclaimer and a two-column

his mother and her insurance

ing, arithmetic, problem-solv

c o m p a n y.

ing and leadership.
The disclaimer also gets

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia-In an effort to promote mari
tal harmony, karaoke bars in

down to basics, with a chart

list of skills the student will

comparing the $1,077 average

Malaysia's Clangor state have

so husbands will return home

expect.

"Surely wives do not want
their husbands singing in
karaoke lounges until the wee
hours of the morning. It invites

said.

mistake that stemmed from a

proved or de

computerized system that as
signs numbers to photographs

who this most

L E X I N G TO N , N . C . - T h e s e

days, a kiss isn't just a kiss —
not even in the first grade.

A 6-year-old boy who kissed
a girl on the cheek was sus
pended last week on the
grounds of sexual harassment.
Jackie Prevette said the

during warm-ups.

Pennsylvania license plates, a
New Jersey inspection sticker

"Nobody knew what was
going on. Someone even asked
me if they were terrorists," said

ishing her son, Johnathan, to a
room apart from his classmates.
Johnathan said that the girl

They were looking for a park
ing spot so they could visit a
buddy incarcerated in the
county jail, and clearly not ex
pecting to attract the notice of
county sheriff's officers patrol
ling the courthouse complex. .
So when Officer Robert Liput
approached the car, the men
bolted firom the vehicle and ig
nored orders to halt. As they ran

police nabbed one of them. The
other is still at large.

"1 wish 1 had a dime for ev

schools stood in the end zones

and fans scanned the sky for

parachutists who were to land
in the giant "X" that had been
painted in the middle of the

cent peck on the cheek by ban

asked him to kiss her and that

he was expressing friendship,
according to his mother.

"Can't you just imagine chil
dren skipping down the hall
holding hands? Isn't that

Norman Rockwell America?"
Prevette said.

District spokeswoman Jane
Martin said the policy is clear:
"A 6-year-old kissing another 6fi e l d .
"We kept looking in the sky - year-old is inappropriate be
and they never came down, havior. Unwelcome is unwel
and this is after they had us lis
ten to one of those Army com
mercials," said spectator Bob

Wo e h l e r.

Army Staff Sgt. Ed Traylor

come at any age."

A teacher who saw the inci

dent reported it to the principal,
who decided the first-grader

blamed the mistake on "a new

missed out on coloring and

pilot that lost track of his

playing with his friends. He

also missed an ice-cream party

honoring students with good

-Michael J. Fox, actor.

The jumpers quickly
packed up their parachutes
and got back on the helicop

DENVER, Colo-The princi

ter, which had landed on River
View's baseball field, and left.

minutive.' I'm not — I'm just
damn short."

pal of an inner-city school with

the city's liighest dropout rate
has a new weapon to force kids
to think before tliey quit: a "Cer
tificate of Dropping Out."
And to get that piece of pa
per, a student must sign a dis
claimer acknowledging that "1
realize that I will not have the

necessary skills to survive in the
21st century."
Two students at North High
School have been handed the

disclaimer since the program
began last week. Both changed
their minds. Principal Joe
Sandoval said.
"It's like a brick down their

tliroat" when they realized the
consequences of their deci
sions," he said.

Last year, Nortli led Denver's
10 public high schools with 561

dropouts from a student body
of about 1,800.

"One of the things we found
out, it was basically pretty easy

to drop out," Sandoval said.
"We're not doing that any
more."

Traylor said. "They were
pretty embarrassed."
Embarrassed or not, the

three are going to try again this
Friday.
Doran said their landing
was so impressive, the para
troopers were asked to repeat
it for River View's homecom

ticket appeal
process.

It is very im

portant to read
over the Park

the other end

ing Policy and

of the process.
C

a

r

r

i

become famil
iar with its
contents. If

e

you have any
questions or

m i n i s t r a t i v e

Secretary in the
Security Ser
vices Depart

n e e d c l a r i fi c a
tion on the

DEAN OF STUDENTS
policy please
feel free to con
MCNAY
IS
SEEN
HERE
graduate of
tact me. If you
George Fox, IN A MUG SHOT AFTER
have not paid
beginning my BEING HAULED IN FOR t o p a r k o n
U
N
PA
I
D
PA
R
K
I
N
G
second year in
TICKETS.
campus,
re
this position.
ment.

I

am

a

gardless of

As the ticket

adjudicator, I am going to
pass along some helpful

whether you live on campus
or are a commuter, you must

ticket appeal process Is to ac

a validation sticker a $50 fine

tually come in and appeal

will be assessed.

hints to assist you in making
the ticket appeal process as

park on the city streets sur
rounding the campus. If you
painless as possible. The choose to park on campus and
most important part of the have not registered or paid for
your ticket.

I hope that as questions and

According to the Parking
Policy students have seven
(7) days to appeal a parking

concerns arise over parking or

citation. After the appeal

low me to work with you to

time has expired we will
send you a notice informing
you that your ticket will be

ward a solution. I don't want

doubled and put on your stu
dent account along with a $5

processing fee. Once your

tickets that you will feel free
to come into the office and al

to say that I hope to see many
of you this year, but I hope that
if you do have to come visit
our office that your experience will be pleasant.

The Photo Co.hasMouedl
We've relocated]

attendance.

Our new store is near

Help Wanted!!!

" T h i s i s t h e fi r s t t i m e t h i s

team has ever done this,"

they come and
complete the

should be pimished. Johnathan

marker."

ery time I've been called 'di

absolved if

Reschke, Ad

Two men in a stolen car with

lot.

mester will be

most heartless

ter the primary and apologized
to Derus.

student's first ticket of the se-

or

Well, it's me,

the wrong event.
Three Army paratroopers

John Doran, River View's as
sistant principal.
Meanwhile, players from
Kennewick and Pasco high

generous

individual is at

the how-dumb-can-you-get file:

drove into the Essex County
Courthouse executive parking

sound a bit heavy-handed,
any ticket written bf ween

nied. You may
be wondering

and opposed his 1993 run for
mayor of Minneapolis, cor

school overreacted to an inno

the front seat yesterday casually

enced the frustration of a

ceive it back in the mail with
it either ap

think as helicopters hovered
and parachutists descended

and 120 vials of crack cocaine on

.

While all of this may

The newspaper has said the
photo mix-up was an innocent

schools didn't know what to

ESSEX COUNTY, N.J.-From

reversed.

Many of us have experi

the Security Office to fill out solved if w
fV,„
tirWet anneal
the ticket and complete tne
the infamous
ticket appeal
appeal process. Typically, a
form. Three days later you re

rected the mistake the day af

River View and Granger high

nearly impossible to have it

ing ticket at one time or an
l beabo t h e r a n d h a d t o c oSeptember
m e i n t o9 to
- 13
h rwi
in
a in

K E N N E W I C K , Wa s h . - I t
was a sturming entrance — to

quarrel," said Selangor Chief who planned on delivering the
M i n i s t e r M u h a m m a d Ta i b .
game ball for a high school
The curfew will remain in
football game Friday night
place as long the state "is re landed on another high school
sponsible for avoiding confron field five miles away.
Fans and players from
tations in the bedrooms," he

dent Accounts office it is

Administrative Secretary, Security

Although his name was not
printed with the photo, Derus
said the juxtaposition of his im
age with the words "charity

criticized Derus in editorials

e a r l i e r.

ticket has gone on to the Stu

CARRIE RESCHKE

George Fox University park

for placement on a page.
The Star Tribune, which had

monthly wage a dropout can

lox Safe-Watch

neapolis district September 10.

fraud" cost him votes.

lack, including reading, writ

monthly wage of high school
graduates with the $585

been ordered to close at 11 p.m.

that the use of his photo with

McDonald's off Hwy 99.

Men/Women earn

$480 weekly assem

bling circuit boards/

538-2721
P H O TO P R O C E S S I N G P H O TO G R A P H Y

electronic components
at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings
your local area. Calll-

1 Hour Photo Faeeport Photos

520-680-7891 ext. 200

ing game.
"They're going to
get back to us on

LOREN BERG

that," he said.

MINNEAPOLIS,

<ib

Minn.-A state Sen
ate candidate whose

picture was mistak
enly published on
primary day with a
story about a fraud
case asked a judge
Monday to order a
new election and

SALES HOURS

iMN-FRI

8MK-7PM

MT..IAM^ SUII..12-5PM

make the Star Tri

bune newspaper
pay for it.
John Derus said

<ib

G e ®
Oldsmoblle

C s e K v * e e * r

<J!b

WHERE OLD-FAaHtONED
COURTESY 18 BUARANTEED

538-3161
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